Sustainability has been a pressing, complex, and challenging agenda for urbanists. Its focus turns on wider issues of environment and societies thus broadening the concept defined in the Brundtland report. Eco-city, ecological footprint, green building and cultural planning are among significant initiatives resulted by the reincarnation of sustainable development of Brundtland report. Undoubtedly, nature plays a huge role in defining place-legibility but its perception by inhabitants plays a much bigger role in sustaining that place. Having tested types of cohabitations of nature and culture, we have made attempts to emphasize the significance of society in interpreting place-legibility for sustainable development. The first administrative capital of Sri Lanka, the World Heritage City of Anuradhapura was built as a political cum religious polis. The legibility of this city is shaped by its location, evolved hydraulic civilization and values placed subsequently. The protection of the city centre as a dead monument, focusing on one cultural layer, undermines its multicultural making. This conversion of a multicultural place into a mono-cultural space has depleted its liveability, and as such is not sustainable. Having found how those forced values have challenged city’s liveability, we used eco-city planning and cultural planning to restore the liveability of city’s Royal Park. Qualitative research methods were used for field surveys and modest design charrettes were used to test our proposals. Our restoration plan, based on socio-culturally defined eco-city concept, not only strengthened city’s sustainability but also prepared the grounds for an eco-society.
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Introduction to place-sustainability

Reincarnation of the concept of sustainable development with the World Summit on Environment and Development of 1983, or Brundland Commission, resulted in new development strategies such as eco-city, green building and bio mimicry. They all have come to play a vital role in designing and building new urban habitats without challenging the ecological sustainability of place. Some may perceive such concepts as promoting nature as a bio-centric entity that controls itself and defining place as its life forms and biota rather than by human activities and values evolved in that place. By promoting land’s carrying capacity, a prodigy of assessment strategies used by agriculturalists on land, attempts have been made to preserve cities without the evolving requirement of their living societies. This misinterpreted strategies to urban conservation depleted the liveability of cities by converting them into open-air museums. We have argued for the need to shift the focus of carrying capacity from land to landscapes, which includes socio-cultural values, to make conservation sustainable. Our aim has been to use the concepts of eco-city and cultural planning to achieve ecological sustainability of evolved urban landscapes. Our hypothesis has been that strengthening city’s legibility is imperative to improve its liveability. A protection strategy that separates the evolved society from the protected urban landscape would not ultimately protect that landscape.

A lived city cannot be separated from its evolved society. Each city represents its own distinctive configuration of nature and culture, and should be protected for where it is built, who built it for whom, and who thrived in there. Its city form, land utilization and built forms are not totally nature-shaped but how culture has interpreted those demands of the nature time to time. Protecting a city to strengthen its liveability rather than turning it into a museum object, find refuge a broadened concept of cultural planning that merely advocates converting empty built spaces for cultural activities. Creating liveable place in those empty urban spaces could only be possible by responding to the evolved cultural values, and those conversions would be sustainable if those so-called cultural activities truly represent the living society and not occasional tourists. City is a container built to promote good life and a place for societies to come together. The on-going encounter between city and society further diversifies the city life. As such, liveability is the most human-oriented scale to measure the quality of life and celebration of cultural diversity in a city. It is a fact that city’s liveability is heavily dependent on its location and how its evolved societies that made that location a habitat- in other words how societies converted a land into a landscape. Any attempt to strengthen city’s liveability shall start with the indulgent unique composition of nature and culture. The linking of good city life with ecology gave birth to the idea of eco-city defined with nature, its resources and their continuity in pristine form without sacrificing the will and strength of an evolving urban life. Urban conservation, as a management strategy, can be more proactive in improving the quality of life if the materialistic value of natural resources is not emphasized over qualitative aspects such as culture and society.

Our aim has been to bring those evolved cultural values to the centre of decision making in order to achieve city’s ecological sustainability. We argue for facilitating an ecological society to ensure the continuity of the historic urban landscape. Management of natural resources, use of ecologically-friendly materials, use of renewable energy sources are quantitative aspects of ecological sustainability that should be intertwined with qualitative aspects such as social orders and structures, city forms, lead-built forms, land use, growth patterns, and spatial structure criteria in city-scale. As such, the potential degradation of city life in the conserved city after it becoming a stereotyped world-city can be avoided. The qualitative aspects can be the catalysts for continuous living and upholding the qualities of a city; density and diversity. Each lived city has its own story written on its urban form. This cultural dimension of the city expresses values, ideas, meanings, symbols, and organizational rules that sustained the city, and the most sustainable way of developing that city is first respecting its unique evolution and guiding towards a more ecological target. Enforcing universally-appreciated cultural activities such as art galleries or museums or entertainment districts may not embrace city’s uniqueness but promote its tourism at the expense of its evolved life. Such conservation attempts that did not respond to the cultural dimension but filled with cultural activities failed to improve the liveability of the city and therefore to sustain its urban societies. Cultural planning as a holistic approach formulates a comprehensive protection to city’s uniqueness. Scott (2000) notes, “Place and culture are persistently intertwined with one another, for any given place… is always a locus of dense human relationships, and culture is a phenomenon that trends to have intensely local characteristics thereby helping to differentiate places from one another”. The particular relationship between place and culture should be strengthened through conservation to facilitate the continuity of its evolved society as a true guardian. The continuous living of this guardian-society, reinforced with eco-city princi-

3 Munasinghe (1998) Urban Conservation and City Life, Oulu University of Oulu
4 The idea of eco-city should not be perceived as bringing the elements of countryside to the city. Lefebvre (1996:87) notes the differences, “the countryside, both practical reality and representation, will carry images of nature, of being, of the innate. The city will carry images of effort, of will, or subjectivity, of contemplation, without these representations becoming disjointed from real activities”.
6 One could easily see that how these conventional means of shaping sustainable environments are becoming rather stereo-typed thus risking the making of the Eco-city into a mere type.
7 Munasinghe (1998) op.cit.
people, may ensure sustainability of the city by improving its liveability. This is our research premise.

Sri Lanka’s first administrative capital, Anuradhapura, was built in the 4th century BC. Its royal park called Maha Mewuna Uyana was planned in the 3rd century BC to complete the image of a garden city in the dry zone. The park, named after a mythical cloud of the heaven, Maha Megha, encompassed the city that accommodated various types of buildings of the royal court. This shady-green forest was the major binding element of the city and its name was a denoted a huge concession to the dry zone experience just two months of rain. The citadel and the royal palace formed the locus of the urban structure, and park ran through the ramparts to show how nature was represented in the administrative capital. With the arrival of Buddhism in the 3rd century BC and with the elevation of Buddhism to the level of state religion, the kings patronised construction of a ring of monasteries dominated by colossal stupas around the city. The planting of the sacred Bodhi tree, Sri Maha Bodhi, in the park further affirmed its significance among Buddhists. Kings abandoned Anuradhapura, time to time retreating to more secured locations due to South Indian invasions, yet the city remained the capital until 12th century AD. The South Indian rulers and some local kings, who patronised Hindu traditions, enriched city’s diversity by adding various built forms and activities. The post-Anuradhapura kings restored the city, showing their respect to its cultural significance. The British colonialists used Anuradhapura as their administrative centre of the North Central Province. They further diversified its urban structure by adding new buildings and laying down streets, disintegrating its unique ring-based spatial structure and the park-dominated centre to a larger extent. The Department of Archaeology established by the colonialists documented and planned the protection of major Buddhist monuments.

The post-independent government, declaring the city centre a sacred city in 1961, removed the living society, houses, shops, and discontinued major transport routes of colonial era. Since then the stupa encircled city centre has been preserved as a dead monument. The Department of Town and Country Planning also planned a new town to accommodate those evicted from the sacred area, dividing one city into two alien segments.

Having declared Anuradhapura a sacred city, preservation placed emphasis on Buddhist monuments at the expense of pre-Buddhist and non-Buddhist monuments. UNESCO declared Anuradhapura a World Heritage for the particular preserved moment of history. The presentation of one cultural layer of the city neglected its sociocultural evolution and multicultural society. Furthermore, it converted the city into an open-air museum for pilgrims and tourists. New Buddhist temples and other similar facilities have been permitted to strengthen the promoted image. The significance of park’s role in encompassing a garden city has not been recognized by preservationists. Today, a kilometer long walk between the historically-significant stupa, Ruwanveli Seya, and the sacred Bodhi tree define the core of the park. The neglect of non-Buddhist layers has caused the slow death

---

2 Anuradhapura Preservation Board Act 1961
The emphasis on one phase of history costs city’s cultural diversity. Our studies on its current uses and users urged us to synthesize strategies using eco-city and cultural planning to bring the evolved socio-cultural values of Anuradhapura to the centre of decision making.

Our research aim was to strengthen city’s liveability. First objective was to collect and process data to emphasize the need to re-interpret Anuradhapura a living monument and restoring its urban structure dominated by the park. Using, testing, and disseminating processed data, our next objective is designing guidelines for the restoration of the royal park. We developed a master plan for the restoration of the royal park by convincing politicians that restoration is not mere preservation and beautification. By reviewing literature and producing them into a usable format, we also ventured into enlarging awareness among stakeholders, and developing educational tools at secondary and tertiary levels.

**Making of a Sri Lankan City**

“City is a fact in nature, like a cave, a run of mackerel or an ant-heap. But it is a conscious work of art, and it holds within its communal framework many simpler more personal forms of art” (Mumford 1938). Cities continuously evolve with their societies, and do not get alienated from its location or from the society. It is a dynamic representation of diverse understandings between flesh and stone writes Sennett (1994). City’s socio-cultural layering is embodied in its city form, built forms, street layouts, institutions, and outdoor as well as indoor spaces. This particular socio-spatial matrix shows an evolving links between human, society and environment. Learning to respect and to respond to the volatile forces of the location, and then evolving designing criteria of additions to that location, humans and societies lay foundations to true ecologically-sustainable cities. Anuradhapura was not an exception. Its origin and crowning as the seat of the king would have been due to the availability of water and fertile land, requirements for the agro-based society. The arrival of Buddhism, evolution of hydraulic civilization, invasions by South Indians and colonial rule and post-colonial shaping make what Anuradhapura is today. The dry zone and flat landscape supplemented by the river, Malwatu Oya, that floods the low lands annually are main natural elements of the city. The circular city form, monolithic stone buildings of vast scale, spatial structure criteria, street network, institutions, and monument protection through continuous maintenance attest to the input of evolving societies. They, along with the exiting life, make Anuradhapura an instructive example for testing sustainable strategies for a historic urban landscape.

Cities in Sri Lanka have been built as political and religious polis. The urban societies may have evolved from antiquity to medieval, then to industrial and post-industrial, but the city form in Sri Lanka has remained politically and/ or religiously centred. The fragmented and nature-represented city has not essentially been sustainable but maintained by the state mechanism for rich and influential. Anuradhapura is an instructive example for such Sri Lankan cities. Its emergence due the river and fertile land and its growth with the evolving way of life of an agro-based society, in which the ruler himself was actively engaged in paddy cultivation, shows the glimpses of a true sustainable development. The paddy fields within the city centre show the importance placed with the production of staple food; rice. The rings that were added eventually show how city’s growth was sustained within the evolved value system of a living society. A morphological analysis of the city plan clearly shows the origin with the river and the growth of rings: an administrative centre circled by monasteries, then by reservoirs, and then by forest monasteries. Most importantly, the royal park cut-through those rings thus completing the image of a green city. The city builders added an intricate canal system to distribute the water stored in reservoirs and to connect the city with its suburbs and villages. The hydraulic civilization achieved its pinnacle as a well-established urban society with the shady-green forest and water improved the liveability of otherwise harsh dry zone. Historical documents note that about 5000 Buddhist monks resided in temples and monasteries, giving glimpses of city’s population in its heydays. Anuradhapura was well-planned dense and diverse urban space that did not sprawl.

---

1. Munasinghe (2005)
2. Refer Ellawela (1969) to understand the emergence of human settlements in early Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and how they developed into urban settlements (pp 115-116).
3. For example the World Heritage City of Kandy, the last kingdom, is today a religious city.
Anuradhapura, with extensive green patches and water bodies, was a pleasant place to live. One may, however, argue that the city did not respect the spirit of location but represent a form of colonization of land for converting the unliveable harsh land into a green landscape. The city builders seem to have understood the unfriendly living conditions of the dry zone in converting it to a liveable space. The use of natural features such as the river, strategies to flood lower plains, and planting of endemic trees with broad canopies improved the liveability of the dry barren land. At the same time, intricately carving urban space and forest maintained the ecological footprint of the city. Having come to live in the city, most Sri Lankans continued their rural way of life in a dense and diversified space while paying attention on the public realm for collective social activities. The city builders carefully designed spaces for these activities that brought people with different backgrounds together. The appointment of a city mayor already in 4th century shows that the rulers were sensitive to the provision of services and security. The particular cultural layering of Anuradhapura with different faiths coming together is attested by urban spaces that accommodate diverse social activities and events of various cultures. The remains of various built forms that accommodated different faiths and documented architectural styles and stone carvings that resemble South as well as South-western Indian traditions further affirm the cultural layering. The capital city was a true reflection of a medieval cultural diversity, though dominated by Sinhalese-Buddhists.

Fig. 4: Mahamevna Uyana: a shady green forest

Anuradhapura was an eco-city, not for its extensive green patches but for being a continuous living city for more than fifteen centuries. The way of fashioning the city attests to the interdependency of city and society, compromising social values to live in a multicultural place and fashioning the landscape to make the evolved society home. Most importantly, Anuradhapura was a true metropolis with urban precincts of administration, services, religious, commercial and production activities, and a home to a culturally-diversified society. Historic documents attest to the existence of these urban quarters and city being a meeting place for various societies. It was ruled by kings of various faiths who added their own socio-cultural flavours. The street layout and city’s circular growth show the dominance of the metropolis within the region and how the new urban quarters were added. Among the new extensions were Dwara-Gammanas the precints created at main entrances for security as well as Niyam-Gammanas the precints created for industrial societies. The city evolved as an ecological whole and none of the precints were to dictate nature but to accept. The continuous exchange between nature and culture saw them turning into comfortable places of dwelling.

The obligation of colonialists to maintain Buddhist places of worship, their academic interests in studying and collecting antiquities, and post-independent politics that focus attention on preserving the monuments of a majority, they all stripped city’s cultural diversity. The interpretation of Anuradhapura as a Buddhist city has been paid off by the increasing number of visitors and inscription on the World Heritage List, but at the cost of its true cultural values. The attempts made to complete the imagined glory seem to have ignored place-ecology and city’s genius loci. The core of the park has been maintained as a setting for the monuments. The failure to manage its natural and established grades that facilitated the existence of a green forest has made the maintenance of the park impossible, especially during the rainy season. The park has not been presented to the visitors as an important element of the city either. The growth of invasive plants and planting of non-endemic trees as well as the construction of some structures shows the neglect and depreciated liveability. After declaring the sacred city, most of post-Anuradhapura structures and city life were ejected from the fenced-off urban space. However, Buddhist temples or the residences of monks that are unsympathetic to city’s historic values were not removed nor such enforced activities were discontinued. The use of colonial-built roads by various politically powerful persons shows some form of disparity in accommodating societies. The documents such as meeting minutes, archived discussions and legal papers of colonial and post-colonial eras attest to the consequences of a single-agenda preservation that made attempts to forcefully-mould city’s socio-cultural evolution.

Today, most of the royal park has been neglected, and most of its levels and vegetation destroyed. As a whole, Anuradhapura city centre demands a fresh con-

---

1 Mahawamsa, the Chronicle of Sri Lanka, records the appointment of Nagara Guthika to be responsible for these services

2 The British signed an agreement with local leaders to protect Buddhist places and monuments in order to garner their support to overthrow the then king.

3 We have argued that the World Heritage recognition has sometimes cost the true heritage values of cities. Munasinghe (2002)

4 For example the recently-built chanting hall of one monastery beside the Sri Maha Bodhi and the high boundary wall built to provide security to that building disfigure the place-legibility. The space fails to facilitate any place making as a result.

5 Our meetings with the living society showed the dissention between conservation authorities and people.

6 The protection activities of Anuradhapura was transferred to a new agency called UNESCO-Sri Lanka Cultural Triangle Project in 1981, but the strategies to emphasize Buddhist monument still continue.
servation approach that ensures the continuity of its urban landscape qualities. By paying due attentions to its unique socio-spatial matrix rather than to its individual

built elements, our duty is to involve that evolved city life in its next phase of growth in order to strengthen city’s liveability.

Fig. 5 & 6: Administrative buildings of Colonial Era

Protecting Anuradhapura as an Eco-city

Ecological footprint is a concept adopted to assess cities in UK. It is a system of comparing human demand with the ecological capacity of place, especially in the case of regeneration. It is a development of the representation of amount of biologically productive land and sea are needed to regenerate the resources a human population would consume, absorb and render harmless corresponding waste. We have used this tool to check the capacity of the historic urban landscape in accommodating the needs and demands of the current society, thus testing the morphology of Anuradhapura: city plan, land utilization and the building stock. The solid-void ratio, building types, indoor-outdoor urban spaces, and spatial structure criteria of the ruined city can provide the glimpses of a thriving city life. This analysis prepares the grounds for shaping an integrated development scenario that is place-oriented in scale and in type to determine the reuse and recycling of built fabric and urban land. The report, Towards an Urban Renaissance that notes economic, social and environmental context as adaptable surroundings in designing the footprints, shows an instructive strategy. Our point of departure in designing a protection plan by converting the historic city a living monument is an offshoot of this understanding.

Protection often promotes an exotic idea of places so that they would attract tourists. UNESCO World Heritage Lists promotes cities to single out such an ex-

otic image by promoting the so-called universal significance as the main criteria for inscription on this worldwide notice board for tourism. The state agencies that plan protection in Anuradhapura see tourism as a reason to protect the historic urban landscape. Anuradhapura, with a continuous layering of fifteen centuries, has its unique strengths to be a tourist honey-pot. Yet, the authorities seem to have underlined its Buddhist era as the marketable feature. The emphasis on individual monuments, neglecting the fact that these monuments could not stand alone, has been practicing at the expense of urban landscape qualities of Anuradhapura. The protection attempts that neglected non-Buddhist historic buildings and ejected life from the royal park have been justified by financial success through tourism and the success of political image building as the savours of Buddhism.

Anuradhapura has been disintegrated into two unrelated cities by adding a new town, in which the ecological footprint is much larger than in the historic city. This modernistic grid-iron urban structure planned to accommodate the ejected life is a total alien to the context and an illegible urban space too. The attempts to plant trees along the streets have further strengthened the dominance of the grid-iron structure. Its failure to understand the making of the city and place-legibility is further worsened by the placeless buildings. Some architects, trying to imitate would-be physical characters and architectural elements of Anuradhapura era, have added buildings without realising the possible diversity of a city that had evolved for centuries. They have replicated columns, carvings, entrances or materials, yet failing to embrace architectural forms of the lived city. The reluctance to conduct studies to map lead built forms, their changing patterns within an evolving sociocultural setting has reduced the work of these architects to mere

2 Ec.europa.eu/environment/urban/pdf/Sec_2006_16_en.pdf. The European Commission adopted the Communication COM (2004) 60, Towards a Thematic Strategy on the Urban Environment, of January 2004, setting out the Commission’s idea for a thematic strategy on the Urban Environment in summer 2005. The four themes; environmental management, urban transport, sustainable construction, and urban design are at cross cutting with nature and possess many strong links with environmental issues. It must be noted that these principles and approaches may not fit the Sri Lankan conditions as social values, orders, and organizations vary significantly yet would prepare the grounds to develop an own system.

www.eukn.org/unitedkingdom/themes/Urban_Policy/Towards-an-urban-renaissance-final-report. The report was written by the Urban Task Force headed by Lord Richard Rogers

3 It has been emphasized in our report that Anuradhapura cannot be converted into a dead city such as Pompeii where the life ended abruptly.

4 UNESCO World Heritage is largely responsible for promoting such single-agenda conservation. Its wording, universal recognition, has paved the path for conservationists to emphasize one significant era.

5 Venice Charter of 1964 emphasized the protection of individual monuments and focused on stone buildings.
façade architecture. A typological analysis of those buildings could have revealed their spaces and spatial integration and how they responded to their setting. The use of some of those built elements has given an undue significance to public buildings, thus becoming illegible. The individual silo-type administrative buildings built around the historic city do not represent an evolved urban culture. The street layout in the new town has more to do with the modernist vehicle-dominant development attitudes than the location and society. The new town is an illegible urban space that fails to understand the strength of the royal park in connecting suburbs and other major elements. The ringed urban structure could have defined the city centre, perhaps planning the new town as the next ring or as an extension to the outer-most ring. The existence of underutilized or unclaimed urban spaces suggests that the city needs a comprehensive integrated approach that identifies its urban precincts and strengthens their particular container quality to restore the liveability of the city.¹

A contextual interpretation of the concepts of eco-city and cultural planning was essential to discuss the protection of this historic city. Urban qualities such as diversity and density are understood differently in Sri Lankan context. There are marked contrasts with western cities when we discuss socio-cultural values, social context, social order and organization, social surroundings, and social capital in Sri Lankan cities too.² Anuradhapura’s present status-quo, being a dead monument for more than six decades further demands such a redefinition to assess activities, events and life styles that emerged as a result. We used cultural planning that was introduced as a strategy to regenerate life in abandon urban precincts and extensive built spaces to rejuvenate the extensive open spaces in Anuradhapura, vacated by city life after the declaration of sacred city: values of visitors as well as the values of those who make a living out of those visitors. Our study on dwelling patterns in the royal park: entry, occupying and leaving, helped us planning the restoration lost life. Our attempt was not to bring back the ejected life but to reiterate the importance of the park as the binding element of the city. This restoring life psychologically rather than physically required various interventions, starting with the declaration of historic urban landscape rather than a sacred city. Then showing the societies how they can be responsible for ensuring the continuity of this historic urban landscape as a living container.

The cornerstones of our proposal were recycling landscapes, buildings, urban spaces, facilitating and achieving excellence in leadership, participation and management and delivering regeneration. As a whole, our plan finds the strength of Ecological Footprint in making the city of higher quality of life,³ and the involvement of cultural planning tools further strengthens its sustainability. For example, we listed various new ways of life that could enhance the socio-economics of Anuradhapura, shifting its dependence from tourism. The principles of sustainable development for policy makers given in the Brundtland Report (1987) seem to support our idea.

1. Changing current patterns of economic growth, technology, production and management which may have negative impact on the environment and population:
2. Ensuring employment, food, energy, safe water, and sanitary services for all populations:
3. Protecting natural resources for future generations:
4. Integrating economic, environmental and population considerations in policy decision-making and population growth.
5. Strengths in these principles are referring to place-oriented approaches that may instigate the growth of the city and promote a holistic approach, linking development to society, culture as well as to environment.⁴

Fig. 7: Restoration plan for the Royal Park

1. Eco-city is defined as the one that enhances the well-being of citizens and society through integrated urban planning and management that harness the benefits of ecological systems.
2. The Green Finger plan adopted in the developing of the urban district called Viikki in Helsinki is an instructive example for integrated development in which the public participation too was integrated in decision making. Viikki was a tabula rasa and a predominantly residential quarter but cleverly intertwined with employment generation and a socio-cultural diversity.
3. Our data suggests that most of urban lands and buildings (about 43%) in Sri Lankan cities are either unused or underused. Among the reasons are buildings outliving their functions and/or societies, uncertain political visions and uneven urbanization patterns.
4. This integrated planning shall be achieved at different levels: policy level, planning level, spatial development level, and at last building level. The built environment as a whole shall note the uniqueness of the place where they are built and then strengthen the particular genius loci in order to strengthen the container quality of the city space.
Fig. 8 & 9 show the four entrances and how the rings were used to restore the legibility of the park

Fig. 10. The central zone identified in our restoration plan and the phase one completed
(Source: Google earth)

Concluding remarks
Ecological footprint, as a concept, could be used at policy making level to determine the scale and type of development as well as to empower communities by accommodating their values in decision making. Furthermore, at planning level this concept controls sprawl by declaring environmental zones or urban precincts, and integrating them in a structure plan. Using these strengths, we re-established the importance of the central zone of the royal park that is dominated by the paths from the Northern and Southern entrance: Uttra Dwara and Dhakkina Dwara. Most importantly, the use of four entrances and the emphasis on the central zone facilitated the maintenance of scale and controlling possible sprawl. The paths started off the entrances form a set of concourses with significant monuments. Our restoration plan emphasized the need to re-establish the concourses and further signify the secondary paths that start off from them. As such, we managed to include monuments that had not been paid due attention in the presentation of the historic landscapes thus enhancing educational values.

As the royal park covers an area of about 60 hectares with more than 30,000 people involved, our pilot project was focused between the Southern entrance and the concourse where the sacred bodhi tree is. Many consider this concourse and the path to be the most significant within the sacred city. The pilot project included the clearing of invasive plants, replanting of endemic trees, establishment of levels and irrigation networks, conservation of monuments, organization of visitor facilities, and replacement of non-related activities that occupied historic buildings: for example a military cantonment and police barracks were removed to get the historic educational premises back. Yet, the Department of Archaeology has been allowed to function in its historic building of colonial era. The result was rather significant in terms of visitor appreciations and visits paid to abandoned

1 Anuradhapura attracts over two million visitors on the full moon day of June as the Buddhists consider this as the day of the arrival of Buddhism. The enhanced visitor facilities contributed to the restoration efforts immensely.
monuments. We saw visitors meandering across the park rather than flocking around a few Buddhist monuments.

Using the concept of cultural planning, a proposal has been made to screen new development thus promoting new place-oriented economic activities or mixing development. However, we reaffirmed that the construction of new buildings or introduction of new activities should not be permitted within the central zone, yet did not propose to demolish recently built structures as they would leave unrepairable vacuums in the city plan. The establishment of the nursery and training given to locals who could then be the natural curators of the park triggered a more sustainable protection. The central zone has been made vehicle free, thus improving the quality of environment and ensuring the longevity of the tree-laden park and historic monuments. This zero-polluted green zone essentially raised the liveability and as such the living standards of Anuradhapura. Our proposal to introduce electric vehicles around the zone is yet to be implemented. The change of government resulted in paying less attention to the completion of the project, again giving us reasons to bring back our earlier contention, politics of past. However, visitors do not mind walking in the park as long as the paths are well-maintained and tree providing them with shade. The sound of birdlife, smell of fresh leafs and the breeze that come across the reservoirs make their staying in the park longer.

Their encounters with more monuments of various cultural layers that are scattered around the park and views to those reservoirs through shady trees have made their visit more memorable. The vendors and others who make a living within the royal park have also noticed the significance of the completed pilot project and find improvements of their incomes. They find visitors spending more time in the park and as such better incomes for their businesses.

Sustainability has been practiced in many ancient civilisations. Sri Lankans, being Buddhists and Hindus respected the nature as the source of inspiration and their designs were considered as meaningful extensions to nature. Some argue that they were an agro-based society and therefore were forced to respect natural elements such as water and trees. Yet, their designs clearly show that their response to location was more than a forceful one or a mere dependent on nature. The thin built forms with central courtyards did ensure continuous passage of ventilation and sufficient light. Their way of using naturally-produced energy respected and use of water to cool down the interiors attests a healthy living in those building built with clay bricks. The expansion of the city was not preferred at the expense of sustaining a society, the cities with ramparts or other means of demarcation controlled their growth. Traditional way of site selection for human settlements is an important lesson for us to plan ecologically-fit living spaces. Their dependence on the strength of the location brought in the limits of expansion, thus turning the village into a sustainable one. Our particular investigation of a living city, one can argue, cannot be inspired by a traditional village. Yet, such inspirations could bring parallels to the living city that is an ecological whole. Site selection, controlled development in particular sites, they all can be readopted in the case of adding new functions in the used built forms.

It is noted that a combination of the two concepts, eco city and cultural planning, would mark the true continuity of a cultural site by responding to the present as well as future demands. What we create is a futuristic human setting that learns lessons of the past and projects those lessons towards the future. Our proposal to develop urban design guides/briefs to integrate four basic principles: first, Solution grown from place: second, continuity of a cultural site by responding to the present as well as future demands. What we create is a futuristic human setting that learns lessons of the past and projects those lessons towards the future. Our proposal to develop urban design guides/briefs to integrate four basic principles: first, Solution grown from place: second, Making nature visible: third, Design with nature: and fourth, Ecological accounting to inform design. They will result in the making and a continuity of an informed society. Our approach was more like a conservative surgery than strict developments or preservations. Our intention was to make the royal park a living monument that will continually reflect its making, yet without ruling-out evolution. This is why emphasize on facilitating the making of an ecological society to protect the city of Anuradhapura as an eco-city.
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